
Office and luxury apartment complex

Project Review

Greenwich Marketing Hub, Waagner Biro

Background

Requirement
To manufacture to strict tolerance and deliver 102 
bespoke black and white painted, mineral fibre cored 
cladding panels with free issue Purenit (wood 
substitute) frame to a tight deadline.
Complexity of panels included angled panels, panels 
larger than available sheet material, so an engineered 
solution was required to manufacture a weather tight 
join in the sheet metal. 

Solution
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Project Details

Project

Location

Application

Panel Facing

Panel Core Mineral Fibre

Panel Edge

139mm, 107mm

The customer, Waagner Biro are an internationally 
renowned steel and mechanical engineering 
company. The Greenwich Peninsula Marketing Hub is 
an office complex in London, the façade of which was 
constructed by Waagner Biro.

Feedback/Result
Aluminium with Purenit® 

Rebate pattern

Panel thickness

London, UK

‘As a new customer I can say that I was happy with the 
whole process. You were easy to deal with, 
communication was fine, and above all, the product 
was perfect and delivered on time. This was not a 
standard project for either of us and you were willing 
to think outside the box, work with new materials and 
come up with ideas and technical recommendations. 
I would definitely use you in the future and 
recommend you.’

Robert Porter, Waagner Biro

We have fully tailored our service to the customer and 
the project. We took the customer’s chosen material   
(Purenit®) and amended our manufacturing process to 
meet the exact panel specification. We ran various 
trials to achieve the desired result. We were willing to 
extend factory working hours to meet the strict 
deadline. The panels were delivered in immaculate 
condition to London. Internal cladding and base for external 

rainscreen system
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